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NFALA Urges USCIS to Roll Back the Public Charge Rule and Calls Upon
Congress to Take Action
SEATTLE, WA — Last week U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
published its final public charge rule. The final rule will make it more difficult for certain
non-citizens who have relied on some forms of public assistance to gain entrance to the
U.S. or to adjust their immigration status, such as to seek lawful permanent residence (a
green card). Our country was built by immigrants and draws its strength from its
diversity, but the final rule dishonors these values. It significantly impacts who is eligible
to obtain lawful permanent residency and citizenship in this country, favoring income
and wealth and denying opportunity to immigrants working hard to achieve the
American dream.
Under U.S. immigration laws, certain non-citizens seeking entry or adjustment of status
are inadmissible if they are likely to become a public charge. “Public charge” has long
been understood to mean an individual primarily dependent on the government for
subsistence, such as through the receipt of public cash assistance for income
maintenance or institutionalization for long-term care at government expense. In the
final rule, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) significantly redefined “public
charge” to mean an individual who receives one or more designated public benefits for
more than 12 months, in the aggregate, within any 36-month period (for example, the
receipt of two benefits in one month counts as two months). The final rule now broadly
defines “public benefit” to include not only cash benefits for income maintenance, but
also non-cash benefits such as SNAP (food stamps), most forms of Medicaid, Section 8
Housing programs, and certain other forms of subsidized housing. Under the final rule,
larger family size, lack of education, and lack of English language proficiency, among
others, are negative factors when considering the totality of the circumstances when
determining whether a non-citizen will become, at any time, a public charge.
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NFALA joined over 266,000 public commenters—of which DHS admits the “vast
majority” opposed the rule 1—and expressed its strong concerns about the harmful
impact the rule would have on the Filipino and larger APA community. 2 We stated that
the rule is reminiscent of immigration policies from generations ago that sought to
discriminate and marginalize immigrant communities. We also noted the potential harms
of the rule, such as sowing confusion in immigrant communities and inhibiting
vulnerable individuals from participating in public benefit programs for fear of negative
impacts on future immigration claims. No family should have to choose between
potentially life-saving services and a green card.
NFALA president Eric de los Santos stated, “The final rule is unfair to immigrant families
who are trying to succeed in America, and it places their welfare in jeopardy. NFALA
urges USCIS and Congress to reverse this decision before it goes into effect.”
Multiple parties have filed lawsuits challenging the final rule, but unless a court delays
the final rule, it will go into effect on October 15, 2019. Persons concerned about this
rule should consult with an immigration attorney to discuss how this rule may affect their
claims or those of their family members.

NFALA is the national voice for the Filipino-American legal profession. It advocates for justice, civil rights,
and equal opportunity for the Filipino-American community. It cultivates high standards of integrity and
professionalism among its members and strives for the advancement and success of Filipino-Americans
within the profession. NFALA is a family, comprised of members throughout the United States, with the
shared goal of increasing its national growth, impact, and visibility while also celebrating its members’
cultural heritage.
To learn more about NFALA, visit nfala.com, like us on Facebook, and follow us on Twitter (@NFALA1)
and Instagram (@filamlawyers).

1

DHS received a total of 266,077 public comment submissions in Docket USCIS-2010-0012 in response
to the proposed rule. The majority of comment submissions were from individual or anonymous
commenters. Other commenters included healthcare providers; research institutes and universities; law
firms and individual attorneys; federal, state, local, and tribal elected officials; state and local government
agencies; religious and community organizations; advocacy groups; unions; federal government officials;
and trade and business organizations. While some commenters provided support for the rule, the
respondents overwhelmingly opposed it.
2
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=USCIS-2010-0012-54916.
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